
1. Introduction of WDP4D (Dual Cab) 

Locomotive: WDP4D locomotive has two driver 

cabins with one control console of each cabin. SH side 

cabin is named as CAB#1, LH cabin is named as 

CAB#2. The Dual cab Locomotive control is based on 

BL Key concept of Electric Locomotives. Each CAB will 

have a BL Key .The Cab in which, BL key is inserted 

and turned to 'ON', is called Active CAB other one 

Inactive cab. The Locomotive can be operated from 

Active CAB only. Better visibility to loco pilot, while 

driving as he can drive from both the cabs. All the 

information required for running the locomotive is 

available on the TFT LCD display which is in front of 

loco pilot and assistant loco pilot in both cabs. Similar 

arrangement of controls in both cabs for easier 

operation of locomotives.  Additional controls given to 

Assistant loco pilot such as Horns, Emergency brake 

valve for better control of locomotive. 

 

2. Major Assemblies of WDP4D Locomotive: 

 Electrical control cabinet ECC#1  

 Electrical control cabinet ECC#2 

 Electrical control cabinet ECC#3 

 Electrical control cabinet ECC#4  

 Traction  control cabinet TCC  

 Control desk for CAB1  

 Control desk for CAB2  

 Brake chopper Assembly 

 Harness for Dual cab loco (Optional). 

Electrical control cabinet ECC#1 (MCP 460D): 
The electrical control cabinet #1, houses some of the 
electrical and electronic equipment needed to power 
and control the locomotive same as WDP4 / WDG4 
locomotive but following changes are implemented for 
Dual CAB purpose, 1. VFD Display removed: In place 
of it, two TFT displays provided in each control desk. 
2. BL key switch added: BL key logic implemented as 
same as Electric loco. 3. TB's  replaced with CPC 
connectors for ECC#1 to TCC connections and extra 
CPC's added for CAB#2 connections. 

 

 

 

 



 Electrical Control Cabinet #2: ECC#2 contains starting 
motor circuit(contactor STA & ST) and Battery charging 
circuit same as WDP4 / WDG4 locomotive, there is no 
change in ECC#2 for Dual CAB purpose. 

 Electrical Control Cabinet #3: ECC#3 contains 2 Radiator 
fan control circuits same as WDP4 / WDG4 locomotive. 
823C connector is removed. 

 Traction Control Cabinet: TCC contains electrical and 
electronic equipment needed  to power and control the 
traction motors. Same as WDP4 / WDG4 locomotive, 
there is no change in TCC  for Dual Cab purpose. Harness 
cables  from ECC#1 to TCC changed. 

 Electrical Control Cabinet #4: Provided in CAB-2 
 
 

Assemblies of ECC#4:- 

1. Isolation Switch 

2. EFCO Switch 

3. Classification Light Switch 

4. Memory Freeze Switch 

5. Alerter Alarm 

6. TELM Switch 

7. RAPB Switch 

8. Fuel Prime/Engine Start Switch 

9. BL Key 

10. Computer Control CB 

11. Micro Air Brake CB 

12. CAB Fans and Lights CB 

13. Generator Field CB 

14. GRNTCO SW. 

General Technical Information :-  

   1. Wheel arrangement-Co-Co. 2.Track Gauge-1676 mm. 3.Axle 
load 20.5 ton. 4. Weight -123 ton. 5. Overall length-23m. 6. Wheel 
Diameter 1092 mm.  7. Gear ratio 77:17. 8. Maximum speed -135 
kmph. 9. Diesel Engine Type -16-710G3B. 10. HP -4500. 11. RPM -
954. 12. Max. Tractive Effort -41 ton . 13. Brakes- Electronic air 
brake system (KNORR-NYAB-CCB). 14. Fuel Tank capacity -5000 
litters  15. Locomotive control- Micro-processor Control. 

 

 

 

 



Driver Console Details 
Both the CABs CAB#1 and CAB#2 are identical. Each 

CAB has the following Circuit breakers and switches: 

1. Alerter Light 

2. Head Light Rotary Switch 

3. GF Request Switch 

4. Engine RUN Switch 

5. Dynamic Brake Circuit Breaker 

6. Control and Fuel Pump Switch 

7. Manual  Flasher Light Switch 

8. Alerter Reset Push Button 

9. MUSD Switch 

10. Attendant Call Push Button 

11. Manual Sand Switch 

12. AEB Reset Push Button 

13. Horn Push Button 

14. TFT displays 

 CAB#1 and CAB#2 Control Consoles are not 

interchangeable. CAB #2 Control Console is wider than 

CAB#1Control Console. 

All train Lines will be terminated through new Terminal 

Board TBMU2 in Control Console of CAB#2. 

Internal Wiring of CAB#1 and CAB#2 is different. 

CCB unit is available in CAB#1 side only. 

Some necessary switches are duplicated for ALP. 

Meter, Lamp Panel (Sand, PCS Open, Flasher, Wheel Slip, 

Brake Warn, TE Limit etc.) were shifted from control console 

to TFT display. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The  display unit gets the information to be displayed from 

LCC, through serial communication.   

The display unit has hard and soft keys and is menu driven. It 

displays operational status of loco, fault messages and data 

packs, running totals, etc.   

The LCC and TCs continuously monitor the temperatures, 

pressures, currents, and voltages of various traction equipments 

and identify the faulty equipment. Whenever a fault is identified, 

a set of data packs and an appropriate fault message will be 

sent to the Display unit from LCC. 

From Active CAB (BL-Key inserted) display only System 

related settings (Test modes, Crew reset, Fault Reset, trip data 

settings driver settings etc). If DMC to any Display 

communication fails then a message will be displayed on all 

displays. 
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 Salient features of Dual Cab :- 

 All necessary switches and breakers are duplicated on 
ECC#4 of CAB -2 also. 

 4 TFT displays are provided in both cabs, We can see 
all parameters in displays of  both CABs simultaneously  

 Recycling feature of LCC and CCB is given in both 
CABs. 

 Isolation feature is given in both the CABs. 

 EFCO switch provided in both the CABs to shutdown 
the engine from any CAB. 

 Fuel Prime / Engine Start Switch provided in both the 
CABs in parallel.  From any CAB Engine can be started. 

 In each CAB provision was given to insert BL Key. If BL 
key is ON in any one CAB, it is treated as active CAB. If 
BL key is inserted in both the Cabs or BL key is not 
inserted in both the Cabs then system will be isolated 
and corresponding CREW Message will be given. 

 Generator Field CB is provided in both the Cabs in 
parallel. In active CAB CB should be closed and in 
inactive CAB this CB should be open. At a time if both 
are made ON, the excitation will be cut off and 
Locomotive will be in “No Load” condition with 
appropriate message.  

 GRNTCO SW: This switch is provided in both the cabs. 
If both the switches are closed then only system gets 
the digital input and treats GR protection scheme is 
enabled. 

Cab Changing Procedure:-  

A. First make working cab to non working cab:- 

  Stop the Loco, Secure it by applying  Direct brake handle . 

  Put Throttle handle –Idle, REV handle –Neutral & remove it.   

 Put Auto brake valve– FS and ensure BP drop up to 3.7 
kg/sq.cm. 

 Put direct brake valve –release and ensure BC pressure 1.8 
kg/sq.cm. 

 Keep L&T Switch –Trail & Switch off ER,GF,Control/FP 
Switch and Dynamic control  circuit breaker. 

 Open GF circuit breaker. 

 Bring BL-key to off and  remove it. 

B. Make non working cab to working cab:-  

 Ensure Throttle handle Idle  

 Insert reverser handle in neutral. 

 Insert BL key in off position and bring it to on. 

 Switch on ER, GF, Control/FP Switch and Dynamic control  
circuit breaker.  

 Put Auto brake valve – RUN  and ensure ER& BP pressure 
up to 5.2 kg/sq.cm.  

 Put direct brake valve –Full application and ensure BC 
pressure 5.2 kg/sq.cm 

 Keep L&T Switch –lead. 

 Close GF circuit breaker. 

 



Stopping the Engine:- 

1. Apply Loco Brake to stop the Loco, apply Hand brake ,  wooden 
wedges  

2. Put Throttle handle –Idle ,REV handle-Neutral, ER& GF Switch-
Off ,Isolation Switch –Isolate Position 

3. Ensure that the batteries are charging and Battery Ammeter is 
showing charging side (Green zone). 

4. Now Pressing the Emergency Fuel Cut off push button switch for 
shut –down the Engine. 

5. Switch Off all Black label & White label Circuit Breakers of CB 
Panel & Leave the yellow label circuit breaker  “On” 

6. Switch off Cont/FP Slider switch  

7. ‘Open the Battery Knife switch’  

8. Remove BL Key & Rev handle  

Securing of control console of WDP4D Loco :-Put Throttle handle 
–Idle ,REV handle-Neutral, ER & GF Switch-Off ,Isolation Switch –
Isolate Position. 

Recycling Procedure of MAB Circuit Breaker:- MAB Circuit 
Breaker is recycled to reset the CCB system in case of system is 
unable to recover  fault automatically. 

1.Apply Loco Brake to stop the Loco, Put Throttle handle –Idle ,REV 

handle-Neutral, ER & GF Switch-Off ,Isolation Switch –Isolate 

Position. 
2.Switch off Main computer Circuit  Breaker . 

3.Switch Off MAB Circuit  Breaker & wait for 30 sec. Now Switch On 

MAB circuit breaker, and Main computer Circuit  Breaker . 

4.According to Message on Display, air brake penalty to be 

recovered. 

. 

. 

 

 

  

Engine starting procedure :- 

(a) Precautions before starting the engine – 
1. Ensure that loco is properly secured - apply Hand brake & 

wooden wedges 

2. Secure control console of working Cab: Put Throttle Handle 

Idle, REV Handle - Neutral ,Engine run & GF Switch in off 

position ,Isolation switch in Isolate position.  

3. Check sufficient Fuel oil ,Compressor oil, lube oil, Gov.oil  

and water level etc. 

4.  Ensure that no one is working on the Engine, Generator 

Room, Compressor Room etc and all doors are closed. 

5. Ensure that the MU Engine Stop button is in RUN position 

(For RUN, press Green portion inside). 

6.  Ensure that the engine over speed trip mechanism (OST) 

is in normal condition. 

7. Ensure that the Governor Low Lube Oil shutdown (LOS ) 

plunger is in reset condition. 

8. Ensure that the positive Crankcase (oil pan) pressure and 

Low water pressure detector reset buttons (EPD) are reset 

(pressed inside). If low water button found ejected, press 

and hold it for 15 seconds. 

9. Check time and date of loco shut down from the engine 

logbook. If the loco has been shutdown for more than 48 

hours, don’t start the engine and contact homing shed for 

advice.  

10. Ensure that starting fuse is properly intact  

11. Check Safety devices, safety fitting, switches & cock 

position etc. 

 

 

  



 
1. Close the Battery knife Switch. 

2. Make One Cab in working mode & other cab in non 

working mode 

3.  Non Working cab:- Auto Brake Handle -FS, Direct Brake 

Handle –Rel, L/T Switch-Trail Position, ER,-OFF,GF- 

OFF,CONT/FP slide Switch-OFF. 

4. Working cab:- Auto Brake Handle -RUN, Direct Brake 

Handle –FS, L/T Switch-Lead Position. 

5. Insert BL Key & Put BL Key in ON Position. 

6. Switch ON all Circuit Breakers of CB Panel in following 

sequence first Black then White and Yellow at last 

7. Switch ON  Control &FP  slide switch 

8. Press Menu>Select Data meter > Select starting system 

and ensure TLPR is ON position, wait for TLPR “Off”. 

9. Turn the FP / ES switch lever to PRIME and hold it there 

(normally 10 - 20 sec then release it) until the fuel flows 

clear and free from bubbles in the return fuel sight glass. 

10. Turn the FP / ES switch lever to ENGINE START and 

hold it there until the Engine Start and speed increases to 

Low Idle RPM. After holding the engine RPM above Low 

Idle RPM, release the FP / ES switch.  

11. Check Low water pressure detector reset button on EPD 

after Engine start. 
 

The information given in this pamphlet does not supersede any existing provisions 
laid down in RDSO and Rly. Board’s instructions. This document is not statutory 
and instructions given in it are for the purpose of guidance only. If at any point 
contradiction is observed, Rly. Board/RDSO’s guidelines or Zonal Rly.’s 
instructions may be followed.  
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